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EXPO, THE WAY TO GO
Centre making a name as a church hub
ALICIA WONG
alicia@mediacorp.com.sg

IT HAS always been a venue for conventions and exhibitions, one of the top in the region. But strange as it may
seem at first glance, this same site looks to be South-east
Asia’s hub for churches as well.
Whether attending youth rallies, outreaches or weekend services, a sizeable number of church-goers have religiously flocked to one of the few places that can accommodate their numbers — the Singapore Expo.
Which says as much for the Expo as it is a sign of the
growing numbers attracted to churches in Singapore and
their subsequent need for space.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Chemoil has
new chief
CHEMOIL Energy Ltd, the
world’s largest independent
supplier of marine fuels, has appointed Mr Clyde Bandy as
chairman and chief executive
to replace Mr Robert Chandran, who died on Jan 7 from
injuries in a helicopter crash in
Indonesia.
Mr Bandy, a former
Chevron Corp executive, has
been an independent director
of the Singapore-based company since August 2006, and
his appointment is with immediate effect, Chemoil said
in a statement today to the
Singapore Stock Exchange.
— BLOOMBERG
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SUHARTO NOT GETTING HONOURS HE DESERVES: MM
JAKARTA — Minister Mentor Lee Kuan
Yew says that many have forgotten what former Indonesian President Suharto has done
for his country. He was in Jakarta yesterday
to visit the critically-ill Mr Suharto.
Speaking to the media after he left the
hospital, Mr Lee said Mr Suharto is not getting the recognition he deserves.
Adding that he came to pay tribute, he
said: “I feel sad to see a very old friend with
whom I had worked closely over the last
30 years not really getting the honours that
he deserves. He deserves recognition for
what he did. And the younger generations

— both in Indonesia and in the world — do not
remember where Indonesia started. I do.
“He gave Indonesia progress and development. He educated the population. He
built roads and infrastructure. And from
Sukarno’s konfrontasi and other foreign policy excesses, he stabilised international relations, cooperated in Asean and made Asean
more successful than SARC in South Asia.
And today, we have a stable South-east Asia.
“Yes, there was corruption. Yes, he gave
favours to his family and his friends. But
there was real growth and real progress. I
think the people of Indonesia are lucky. They

had a general in charge, had a team of competent administrators — including a very good
team of economists to build up the country.”
Mr Lee went on to put the developments
in perspective.
“From ’67 when he became President
right up to ’97, the economy grew and Indonesia was on the point of taking off. It
didn’t take off not because of his fault but because Bank Indonesia’s interest rate was
too high.”
Mr Suharto’s condition worsened yesterday, two days after he suffered multiple
organ failure, doctors said. — AGENCIES
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SARS FIGHTER APPOINTED NEW HEAD OF NUS
He aims to focus more on
Asia to distinguish the
institution from others

president of Kaust, which is being built in
Saudi Arabia and set to open in September
2009.
He said: “I am honoured, not once, but
twice, to help build a world-class university”.

“The first time was in the mid-90s, when
I was called out of my quiet researcher’s
life at Brown University and North America,
where I had spent 30 years, to return to Singapore to become the founding director of
a national research institute and eventually,
the president of NUS,” he noted.
“Now for the second time, I am called
to help build a world-class research university for the 21st century.
“While this enterprise is far from my
home, it is close to my heart,” Prof Shih
said, referring to Kaust, which the Saudi
ruler, King Abdullah called “a new House of
Wisdom”.
Prof Tan, who is currently NUS senior
deputy president, also serves as the deputy
chairman of Singapore’s Agency for Science,
Technology and Research (A*Star).
Prof Tan, who has won many other
awards in his career, told TODAY that going

forward, it would benefit NUS to focus on the
rapidly growing Asian region.
“NUS is an international university. It’s
also in Asia. Thus, it’s an advantage for NUS
as a university of excellence to include relevant elements of Asia in its education and
research,” he said. “It’s an advantage to distinguish NUS from other universities in the
region and beyond by being international, yet
Asian — offering an invigorating intellectual environment, an atmosphere of vibrancy,” he added.
Asked about his key priorities and plans
as the incoming president, Prof Tan said he
would strengthen NUS graduate research
education by enhancing its current programmes on entrepreneurship and enterprise.
The university is ranked among the top
50 universities globally.
Prof Tan, who served as NUS provost and

FCBC provides shuttle buses from Simei
MRT station, he added, to make it easier to
large hall size and long-term availability.
travel to the Expo.
“There isn’t another venue with more than
Mr Jonah Wang, 26, an FCBC member
10,000 sq m of floor area that could offer that
who spends about an hour travelling to the
to us,” he said.
Expo from Yishun, said the distance was
CHC had “maximised” usage of its
“not an issue”.
Jurong West building and
“My spiritual family is
needed more space for its
here,” he said referring to
Each weekend, as
English-language service.
his church at the Expo.
Expo officials would
According to the Expo
many as 27,000
not reveal lease or rental
spokesperson, CHC and
church-goers go to
costs but a regular user of
FCBC each hold about five
the Expo, and could
the centre told TODAY the
additional annual events andaily cost for the use of an
nual and other churches,
contribute to as
empty 10,000-sq-m hall
hold a total of about 15
many as 90 per cent
could start from about
events at the Expo.
of its visitors on non$50,000.
The Catholic ArchdioA hefty sum to pay to
cese Youth Centre (CAYC)
event weekends.
worship in airconditioned
held its youth rally at the
comfort?
Expo last year.
Perhaps, but the tithe and donations
Citing economical pricing as one reafrom worshippers undoubtedly help foot the
son, CAYC’s youth coordinator Edwyn De
bill.
Souza, said CAYC also chose the Expo beThe CEO of a medium-sized company
cause of its big bus bay.
told TODAY she contributes 10 per cent of
Members of the various congregations
her monthly salary — about $1,000 — every
also liked the Expo’s relatively isolated lomonth.
cation as it reduced distraction and the halls
Mr David Chew, 56, who attends FCBC
being on “ground-level made it safe and conwith his wife and three children, said the
venient for the elderly, the handicapped and
move to Expo was “practical”. FCBC has
children”, the Expo spokesperson said.
held many smaller services at Marine Parade
Church-goers, by their sheer numbers,
in the past.
also served as a draw for event organisers

planning to use the Expo to stage exhibitions, she said.
Miss Ng Xuehua, 19, told TODAY she
would visit exhibitions at the Expo after attending FCBC’s Mandarin service, “especially if it was an IT fair”, while Mr Calvin
Hue, 53, said car exhibitions and computer
fairs attracted him.
The Expo plays host to about 700,000
to 800,000 visitors on a weekend when big
events are held.
Can Singaporeans expect more churches to hold their services at the Expo?
Cornerstone Community Church will be
hosting its second event at the Expo this
month.
A church official said: “There is a shortage of medium to large facilities in Singapore
and halls that can hold 2,500 to 5,000 people will be in great demand.”
One mega-church, New Creation Church,
however, has chosen another way to house
its large congregation — it will be moving to
an integrated lifestyle hub at one-north in
three years.
Now holding its Sunday services at Suntec City’s the Rock Auditorium, it attracts
a congregation of over 15,000 and many
members have to be “directed to our overflow rooms where they can follow and
participate in the service via simultaneous
telecast on projection screens”, a church
official said.

‘Compassionate approach’ best: Khaw

It’s an advantage to
distinguish NUS from other
universities in the region and
beyond by being internation al, yet Asian – offering an
invigorating intellectual
environment, an atmosphere
of vibrancy.

JESSINTA TAN
jessinta@mediacorp.com.sg

THE National University of Singapore (NUS)
will have a new president by the end of this
year. He is Prof Tan Chorh Chuan, a man with
a vision to distinguish NUS as a “university
with a strong Asian focus”.
He will take over from Prof Shih Choon
Fong, 62, who is leaving NUS after eight
years as its president to lead another university — the King Abdullah University of
Science and Technology (Kaust).
Singaporeans may remember Prof Tan,
who graduated as a doctor from NUS in
1983, for having led the public health response to the Severe Acute Respiratory

— Incoming NUS president, Prof Tan

Syndrome (Sars) epidemic in 2003.
His outstanding contributions won him
the government’s Public Service Star award
that year.
Prof Shih has been appointed founding

EXPO, THE WAY TO GO
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It is “one of the busiest and most popular venues for church and religious events”,
said a spokesperson.
Each weekend, as many as 27,000
church-goers head for the Expo, and could
contribute to as many as 90 per cent of its
visitors on a non-event weekend.
From 2005, three of its 10 multi-purpose halls have been leased to two churches every weekend.
The City Harvest Church (CHC) holds
three services on Saturdays and Sundays at
hall 8 for its 17,000-strong congregation.
The Faith Community Baptist Church
(FCBC) rents the Max Pavilion and hall 9,
drawing about 10,000 attendees over the
weekend.
When TODAY visited FCBC’s youth service, parked cars lined the roads leading to
the Max Pavilion. The auditorium was about
half-filled but the remaining seats, yet to be
filled, were reserved.
Smaller-sized Bethesda Community
Church, which has held its Sunday services
at the Expo for the last seven years, occupies about half of the total conference and
meeting rooms at the centre.
CHC’s executive pastor Reverend Derek
Dunn said his church chose the Expo for its
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EVEN as he fielded the questions from community leaders about their concerns regarding means testing, Health Minister Khaw
Boon Wan had a few questions of his own.
At the dialogue session with about 500
community leaders yesterday, Mr Khaw’s
priority was to find out what was acceptable
to Singaporeans in setting the boundaries of
means testing.
“I would like this session to zero in on the
parameters,” he said at the start of the session.
Key on his list was how to define what
qualified as “low-income” under the proposed means-testing scheme.
Emphasising that he wanted a “simple
but generous” system of means testing,
Mr Khaw floated numbers such as the bottom 40 to 50 per cent being considered “lowincome” — instead of the usual bottom 20 per
cent — before asking the audience for suggestions of their own.
Not surprisingly, the idea of up to half
the working population falling into the category of “low-income” — and hence qualifying for higher subsidies in public hospitals
under means testing — drew mostly support
from those who spoke up.
Likewise, Mr Khaw’s suggestion that

deputy president (academic affairs) from
2004 to last year, has been described as “a
man of exceptional dedication and ability to
bring people together to work towards common goals” by NUS Board of Trustees Chairman Wong Ngit Liong.
“We've spent a lot of time on succession planning at NUS, particularly for the key
management positions.
“Clearly, the fact that Chorh Chuan was
appointed senior deputy president last year
signals that he’s the right man,” Mr Wong
told TODAY.
“Already a central figure in NUS’ top
management, Chorh Chuan has emerged
unequivocally as the next NUS president.
“The Board is unanimous in our confidence in him.
“We’re certain that his appointment will
have very strong support within the NUS
community. We’re very confident that he

subsidies for the higher-income groups be at
least 65 per cent at C class wards, 50 per cent
at B2 class wards, and 20 per cent at B1
class wards did not draw significant objections from the audience.
These figures, he said, were drawn from
feedback from a closed-door dialogue session
with about 350 professionals on Saturday.
“Lots of people said we can just subsidise 30 per cent for C class (for the higher-income groups),” he said. “But I think
we can be more generous than that and have
it at least 65 per cent.”
Mr Khaw took care to explain how means
testing could possibly be carried out.
Those working would be assessed by
their personal income, while those not working — such as retirees and housewives —
would be assessed based on the property
they lived in.
What remained on the minds of members
of the audience — consisting mainly of grassroots leaders — was how a “simple” system
would take into account exceptional circumstances.
Mr Abdul Rahim Mohamed Said, chairman of the Tampines West Citizens’ Consultative Committee, said his residents were
mainly concerned about the methods of
means testing and how it would affect their
subsidies.

I am honoured, not once,
but twice, to help build a
world-class university. The
first was in the mid-90s,
when I was called to return
to Singapore. Now, I will
help build a world-class
university for the 21st
century (in Saudi Arabia).
— Outgoing NUS president, Prof Shih

will take NUS to new levels of excellence,”
he added.
Mr Wong also commented on Prof Shih’s
leadership and service: “Under Choon Fong's
visionary and able leadership, NUS has undergone a tremendous transformation into
a major research-intensive university, wide-

ly respected for its dynamism and excellence.”
Minister for Finance and Education Tharman Shanmugaratnam also commended Prof
Shih for having shaped the transformation
of NUS, according to a NUS press statement.

WHAT IT ALL MEANS
• At least 65-per-cent subsidy for C Class.
• Means testing for those still working: Personal income
• Means testing for those not working: Value of property they live in.
• Thorough assessment for individual cases like disabled and
chronically ill.
• Income assessment will consider marital status and the number
of dependants.
• Guiding principle is to “err on the side of the generous” and a
“practical but compassionate approach”.
“They can accept the idea of means testing, but they want to make sure it will be fair
to them,” he said.
Questions raised at the three-hour dialogue included how the system would take
into account the disabled and other people
who need frequent hospitalisation and hence
have a higher burden over time, even if they
have a higher income.
Or did an unmarried person earning
$5,000 a month deserve the same subsidies
as a person earning the same amount but
supporting four other dependants?
Such questions over “flexibility” would
be taken into consideration under means
testing, assured Mr Khaw.
“There will be thorough assessment for
these individual cases,” he said.
As for how a minority might abuse the

system and receive higher subsidies in spite
of having higher means, Mr Khaw said: “So
be it. If I tightened it (the criteria), I may hurt
those at the margin.”
Responding to the question of whether
using the income declared to Central Provident Fund (CPF) Board was sufficient in
taking into account the income of the selfemployed, he said: “Legally, the self-employed have to contribute to CPF. But if they
under-declare, there’s very little we can do.”
The guiding principle, said Mr Khaw,
is to “err on the side of generous”. “Ultimately, it’s a practical but compassionate
approach.”
The means-testing mechanism, he said,
should be as “simple as possible” so that
people would know how it would impact
them before they are admitted into hospital.

